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Abstract 

Despite the emotion and drama surrounding drug induced birth defects, congenital 

defects are literally rare events. Approximately 3% to five of children born in the 

United States have developmental defects, ranging in severity from relatively benign 

(eg, depressed nasal bridge) to severe (eg, heart lesions or mental retardation). 

The estimated lifetime medical costs for a toddler with a birth defect can easily 

exceed $500,000. The combined lifetime cost of 18 common congenital defects is 

approximately $8 billion dollars annually due to maternal infection with viral agents 

like rubella, cytomegalovirus, or HIV. Little percentage of birth defects is caused by 

imbalances in maternal metabolism, like that related to diabetes. Between 2% and three 

of defects are classified as teratogen-induced malformations. These are considered to 

be the results of environmental or iatrogenic exposures during pregnancy. 
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Introduction 

Teratology, the study of environment-induced malformations, began as a contemporary science 

in the 1930s, with the publication of a group of experiments in which pregnant pigs were fed a 

diet deficient in vitamin A. The resulting abnormalities within the offspring demonstrated that 

mammalian development, by its residence within the mother, wasn’t as protected as was previously 

believed. In fact, the results of those experiments showed that relatively simple alterations in 

the environment could have devastating effects on the embryo [1, 2]. The susceptibility of 

mammalian embryos to toxicity from xenobiotic agents was demonstrated during a series of 

studies in experimental animals with congeners of biologically important molecules, like the 
amino acid mimic azaserine [3]. a person’s counterpart to these experiments was reported in 

the 1950s, when aminopterin was utilized in some human pregnancies to produce abortion. 

Several malformed children were born after the drug did not terminate the pregnancies [4]. Part 

of the solution to the difficulties of extrapolating results from animals to human beings is the 

recognition that maternal disposition (metabolism and distribution) of the drug influences the 

effect that the drug has on the fetus. Thalidomide isn’t well absorbed when given orally to rats. 

Therefore administration of the drug in typical oral teratology studies doesn’t result in a significant 

dose reaching the embryo [5]. When thalidomide is formed soluble in dimethyl sulfide and given 

parenteral, its ability to adversely affect the fetus increases nearly thereto observed in rabbits, 

a species that’s very sensitive to thalidomide effects. Modern developmental toxicity studies in 

animals are performed with an understanding of how each species handles the drug [6, 7]. With 

the utilization of current animal testing protocols, drugs that would produce birth defects in 
human beings should be able to be identified. 

Methods 

The best evidence for genetic susceptibility to AEDs was obtained from a study investigating 
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the use of the detoxification enzyme, epoxide 

hydroxylase (EH), as a biomarker to point which 

AED-exposed pregnancies are at increased risk 

for an adverse outcome. The study revealed a 

trimodal distribution of EH activity within the 

general population [8]. For the study, normal 

EH levels were defined as 40% of control activity, 

intermediate levels were 40% to 75% of control 

activity, and high levels were quite 75% of 

control activity. Significantly lower levels of EH 

activity (P < .05) were observed in individuals 

with fetal hydantoin effects. During a random 

sample of 100 fetuses not exposed to AEDs, the 

typical EH activity (mean ± SEM) was 51.7% ± 

2.5% of the quality, whereas the activity of this 

enzyme in AED exposed individuals with the 

fetal hydration phenotype was 23.9% ± 1.6% 

of the quality [9]. An ongoing prospective study 

is monitoring the potential relationship of low 

EH levels (less than 40% of standardized control 

activity) to congenital malformations after in 

utero AED exposure. Microsomal EH activity 

is measured in amniocytes from mothers with 

epilepsy treated with AEDs. These patients 

had been referred for amniocentesis due to 

advanced maternal age and not because of drug 

use or EH status [10, 11]. Dysmorphology 

evaluations are performed after birth. Although 

the dysmorphologists are conscious of the AED 

exposure, they’re not aware of the patient’s EH 

status [12, 13]. 

Result 

Alternative Energy refers to energy sources apart 

from fossil fuels. This includes all renewable 

sources and nuclear [14]. Nuclear isn’t classified 

as a renewable energy supply. A renewable 

energy supply is created from sources that don’t 

drop or is replenished. In recent years, energy has 

been the topic of intense interest and discussion. 

because of the threat of global climate change, 

and therefore the incontrovertible fact that 

average world temperatures still rise year once 

year, the drive to search out kinds of energy 

that may scale back humanity’s reliance on fossil 

fuels, coal, and alternative polluting strategies 

has naturally intense. Naturally, there’s some 

discussion on what “alternative energy” suggests 

that and what it is applied to. On the one hand, 

the term will check with kinds of energy that 

don’t increase humanity’s carbon footprint. 

During this respect, it will embrace things as 

nuclear facilities, electricity power, and even 

things like fossil fuel and “clean coal” [15]. On 

the opposite hand, the term is additionally wont 

to check with what square measure presently 

thought of to be non-traditional strategies of 

energy – like star, wind, geothermal, biomass, 

and alternative recent additions. this type of 

classification rules out strategies like electricity, 

that are around for over a century and square 

measure thus quite common to sure regions of the 

globe. Another issue is that energy sources square 

measure thought of to be “clean”, which means 

that they don’t turn out harmful pollutants. As 

already noted, this will check with greenhouse 

gas however additionally alternative emissions 

like carbon monoxide gas, pollutant, oxide, and 

others [16]. Among these parameters, atomic 

energy isn’t thought of another energy supply as 

a result of it produces radioactive material that’s 

extremely poisonous and should be hold on. A 

renewable energy supply suggests that energy 

that’s property - one thing that cannot run out, 

or is endless, just like the sun. After you hear the 

term ‘alternative energy’ it’s always concerning 

renewable energy sources too. It suggests that 

sources of energy that square measure various 

to the foremost unremarkably used non- 

sustainable sources - like coal. As a renewable 

energy resource, hydro power is one amongst the 

foremost commercially developed. By building 

a dam or barrier, an outsized reservoir is wont 

to produce a controlled flow of water that may 

drive a rotary engine, generating electricity. This 

energy supply will usually be additional reliable 

than star or alternative energy (especially if it’s 

periodic event instead of river) and additionally 

permits electricity to be hold on to be used once 

demand reaches a peak [17]. Like wind energy, in 

sure things hydro is additional viable as an advert 

energy supply however relying pretty much on 

the sort of property, it is used for domestic, ‘off- 

grid’ generation. Establish additional by visiting 

our hydro power page. Renewable energy is 

energy derived from natural sources that square 

measure replenished at a better rate than they’re 

consumed 

Discussion 

As previously mentioned, the pre-implantation 

embryo is refractory to malformations. If the 

dosage is of sufficient strength, then the embryo 

will die before the pregnancy is recognized. After 

organogenesis begins, malformations of a selected 

organ or system reflect the special sensitivities 

and needs of rapidly differentiating and growing 

tissues. This general elevation of sensitivity during 

organogenesis also makes the embryo vulnerable 

to death. Functional deficits wouldn’t ordinarily 
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be expected to result from teratogenic exposure 

during organogenesis. Teratogenic insult during 

histogenesis and functional maturation during 

the fetal period would be expected to end in 

structural defects at the tissue level, functional 

loss, or both. Furthermore, a general cell necrosis, 

at A level lower than that needed to cause death, 

could slow the general growth proportionate 

to the time required to replenish the lost cells. 

Hence, growth retardation may occur as results 

of late fetal exposures to teratogens for regulators 

attempting to define drug or product safety, 

the no-effect or intensity for adverse effects is 

considered to be a critical benchmark. Is there a 

specific dose that does not cause adverse effects? 

If so, does this dose have therapeutic efficacy? If 

a specific dose produces adverse effects, a rise or 

decrease in the dose should increase or decrease 

the occurrence and risk of adverse outcomes. 

Conclusions 

Interruption of the availability of energy sources 

to the embryo is believed to be teratogenicity. 

Inadequate energy supply may result from 

inadequate glucose sources, interference with 

glycolysis or the acid cycle, or maybe impairment 

of terminal electron transport, as in hypoxia- 

induced teratogens. Enzymatic functions, 

which are ubiquitous altogether aspects of 

differentiation and growth, are obvious targets 

for teratogenicity effects. Samples of teratogens 

acting through this mechanism include folic acid 

antagonists such as phenytoin and valproic acid 

and drugs such as amino pterin or methotrexate 

that cause a deprivation of dihydrofolate 

reeducates, which may produce developmental 

defects However, because of accrued demand, 

experienced energy developers, competitive 

offer chains, improved renewable technologies, 

and increased energy potency capabilities, 

that’s not the case. Renewable energy is energy 

from sources that square measure naturally 

replenishing however flow-limited, renewable 

resources square measure just about inexhaustible 

in period however restricted within the quantity 

of energy that’s on the market per unit of your 

time. Energy is strictly what it sounds like: 

it’s another to traditional energy that consists 

of fossil fuels like coal and oil. There has long 

been energy on the market, from hydropower 

within the nineteenth Century to atomic energy 

within the twentieth Century. But, the scope 

and availableness of different energy at the 

moment is way additional various and applicable 

than ever before. we have a tendency to square 

measure in AN age of transition, wherever 

various, clean energy is being developed and 

used additional and additional, which is able 

to eventually modification the definition of 

what constitutes typical energy — furthermore 

as what constitutes the dominant energy used 

round the world. Energy works a lot of a similar 

method that ancient or typical energy works, 

except that just about all various sources don’t 

emit greenhouse gas as a by-product and those 

that do, like biofuels, tend to be carbon neutral. 

Whereas typical energy depends on combustion 

to unharness energy hold on in fossil fuels, energy 

works by emotional energy in multiple ways in 

which, together with combustion of resources 

like wood spirit and biomass. 
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